MEMO TO: Maria T. Allison, University Vice Provost and Dean, Graduate College
FROM: Mari Koerner, Dean, Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College
RE: Disestablishment of Ed.D in Curriculum and Instruction

With the disestablishment of the Mary Lou Fulton Institute and Graduate School of Education on July 1, 2010, the Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) in Curriculum and Instruction and all its concentrations were moved into the Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College. Due to the reorganization of its graduate degree programs and due to low enrollment in this particular program, the College no longer plans to offer this Ed.D. degree.

Following the recommendation of the faculty and administration of the former Institute, I am requesting the disestablishment of this program effective immediately, following necessary university level approvals. Current students in the program and in all of its concentrations will be able to complete their degree requirements.

This request includes the following concentrations (with plan codes):

- Curriculum Studies - EDCURSTEDD
- Bilingual Education - EDBILINEDDD
- Early Childhood Education - EDCHILDEDDD
- Elementary Education - EDELEMEDEDD
- English as a Second Language - EDESLEDD
- Indian Education - EDINDEDDD
- Language and Literacy - EDLANGEDDD
- Mathematics Education - EDMATHEDDD
- Science Education - EDSCIEDDD
- Secondary Education - EDSECONEDDD
- Social Studies Education - EDSOCSTEDDD
- Special Education - EDSPEDDEDD
- Teacher Development and Leadership - EDTLDEDD